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Things to be confirmed before requesting after-sales service 

  

Precautions before Use



Safety precautions

Safety precautions are provided for the safe and proper use of this product and prevent 
unexpected danger or possible damage. Make sure you are familiar with the safety precautions 
for the proper use of the product.

Item Specifications

Model Name Lydia8080 

Rated Power Supply AC 220V / 50-60Hz or AC110V / 50-60Hz 

Water Supply Method Direct connection to tap water

Body
Dimension 340*340*150 (H×W×D)mm

Weight Approx  5.9kg  .

Allowable water pressure 1.5~5.0 kgf/

Allowable Temperature 5~40

Electrolysis
Device

Electrolysis
Method Continuous Electrolysis

Generating
Capacity 1.1 ~3.5ℓ/min

Electrolysis
Step Alkaline water: 4 step / Acid water: 4 step

Electrolysis
cleaning Automatic cleaning(cleaning time: approx. 30 seconds)

Electrode 9 Plate Platinum/Titanium

Purification
Device

Filter
replacement Cartridge type (pair type)

Filter lifetime First-phase filter : 4,000ℓ, Second-phase filter : 8,000ℓ

Lifetime
indication Letter indication on LCD

Filter
materials

Three-layered sediment filter, granular activated
carbon, silver-containing activated carbon, sulfurous
acid calcium

Product Specifications



Beware of the following

1. Never Modify the unit at your will

2. Never use or store this unit in a place with extreme temperatures or dampness

3. Use this unit first checking the rated voltage.

4. Immediately stop using this unit if you find the machine is malfunctioning. 

5. In the event that you are not feeling well from drinking the water or the problem 
can not be released even after continuous use of the ionic water, stop further use of the 
water and consult doctor. 

6. Do not use ionic water with medicine.

7. People of achlorhydria is not applicable to have ionic water

8. In the beginning start with a low pH level and work your way up to higher pH level.

Never use as described below
• A place water is easy to be frozen
• A place fire may be contacted directly
• Water of high hardness(pre filter needed – contact service center)
• Never use with water of over 80 degrees 

Never use water as described below
• Water reagent was put in for testing pH
• Water immediately after changing filter (use water after water flow for 2-3min). 
   In case using water after machine has been sitting for a long time (use water after 
   water flow for 2-3min). 

Store alkaline ionic water in a plastic container in airtight condition within one day.
    Do not use a metal container (except stainless steel) to store alkaline ionic water since
   active state may be lost when contacting with air 

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer,
      its service agent or similar qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard

When the source water supply is cut off the power plug must be unplugged.

Beware of the following Safety precautions



Safety precautions 
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Regarding Medicinal Substance-Producing Equipment



Regarding Medicinal Substance-Producing Equipment Safety precautions

Usage



Safety precautions

 Install the first and second-phase filter into the groove respectively by rotating them

     to the right (clockwise). 

 Insert the filter connecter.

 Insert the filter cover into the groove respectively and close the filter cover.  

 Push the operation button to activate the water flow. 

 Upon replacement of a filter, foreign particles and remainders may be released for the 

    first five liters of water. Allow the machine to run for a few minutes if possible before drinking,

   although it is not harmful to your health. Upon completion of releasing the initial five liters, 

    you can select and use the ionic wate of your preference. 

Filter Replacement



How to Replace Filter
• Upon expiration of the life expectancy of a filter, an audible notification of replacement request
 comes from the machine. 

(The filter replacement audible notification is presented whenever the machine is operating  
with 70 liters left until expiration of the life expectancy of a filter.)

 Close the inflow valve of the machine before replacing a filter to prevent water leakage. 

 Detach the left and right filter covers from the machine.

 Detach the filter connecter and disengage the first or second-phase filter.

 Rotate the first or second-phase filter to the left to detach it from the equipment. 

Filter Replacement

CONNECT TO COLD WATER LINE ONLY

Safety precautions



Automatic Cleaning Period Configuration (Recommended period : every 30 liters)
Change the mode into the function configuration mode by pushing and holding the mode button for about
five seconds and push the mode button repeatedly until the letter “CL” appears on the screen and then set 
the automatic cleaning period to your preference using the “PURE(+)” or “ACID(-)” button. 

Step-by-step pH Configuration 
Change the mode into the function configuration mode by pushing and holding the mode button for about
five seconds and push the mode button repeatedly until the letter “Alkali” and “pH” appears on the screen
 then set the pH for each step to your preference using the “PURE(+)” or “ACID(-)” button. 

                             ALKALINE 1Step (   1~19)      ALKALINE 2Step (20~38)
                             ALKALINE 3Step ( 39~57)      ALKALINE 4Step (58~76)

Step-by-step ORP Configuration (Configuration range: -50~-450), Acid water ORP(0~150)
Change the mode into the function configuration mode by pushing and holding the mode button for about 
five seconds and push the mode button repeatedly until the letter “alkali” and “ORP” appears on the screen
 then set the ORP for each step to your preference using the “PURE(+)” or “ACID(-)” button. 

                             ALKALINE 1Step ( -100 ~ -180)     ALKALINE 2Step (-190 ~ -270)
                             ALKALINE 3Step ( -280 ~ -360)     ALKALINE 4Step (-370 ~ -450)

Direction  for Using this Product
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IMPORTANT:  The built in PH and ORP function is not a true, real time reading regarding
the PH and ORP of the water being dispensed.  Instead, the function is simply a rough estimate of 

what the PH and ORP of the water could be based on the flow rate and level selected. 
These numbers will vary based on your source water. 

Product Features
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Warning : Save the changes by pushing the configuration button 
when you modify a mode configuration. The basic pH and ORP configuration is set 

for a released product and it is highly recommend not to change it randomly.

Configuration of Product Function 
(The  machine comes manufactured with a preset control figuration,  
the control figuration does not have to be changed.)

LCD Back Light Configuration
Change the mode into the function configuration mode by pushing and holding the mode button for 
about five seconds and if the letter “ON” appears on the screen, the LCD is set to be constantly on.  
If you want to turn the LCD light on while a product is in use only, push the “PURE(+)” or
“ACID(-)” button to select “OFF”.

Volume Control (Recommended level : level 4)
Change the mode into the function configuration mode by pushing and holding the mode button for about 
five seconds and set the volume to your preference using the “PURE(+)” or “ACID(-)”  button while the
“Speaker Icon” flashes on the screen

 

Original Water pH Configuration (Configuration Range : pH 6.5~8.0)
Change the mode into the function configuration mode by pushing and holding the mode button for about
five seconds and push the mode button repeatedly until the letter “Pure” and “pH” appears on the screen 
and then set the pH of the original water by pushing the “PURE(+)” or “ACID(-)” button. 

Direction  for Using this Product
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Product Features



Description of Product

Operation of Alkaline Water 

• Push the Alkaline Water button  that corresponds
 to the step of your preference and then softly touch
 the operation button
• If you want to control the Alkaline Water step while the product is in operation,
 push the Alkaline Water button that corresponds to the step of your selection. 
(You are able to change the Alkaline Water step while in use by pushing the corresponding
 Alkaline Water button, audible notification is provided upon completion of changing the step).

 
Operation of Acid Water

• Push the Acid Water button that corresponds 
to the acid step of your preference and then softly 
touch the operation button. (The acid step is categorized 
into four different steps with one step incremented for each action of pushing the acid button) 

  
   
      
  

Cleaning Operation

• If cleaning is activated, the cleaning icon on the LCD screen will be flashing and cleaning is 
conducted.
• When power is first turned on, the equipment is designed to perform an automatic cleaning
 for 30 seconds. (In cleaning state, the acid water flows out of the Alkaline Water exit while 
alkaline water drains out of the acid water exit)  

Warning : Do not drink the ionic water coming out while cleaning
                  operation is in progress.

Purifying Operation 

• Push the purification button, followed by the operation button.

Direction  for Using this Product



Initial Use of Machine
Place the machine on your selected location and connect the pipes   (inflow/outflow). 

  Make sure to check if there is any leak after completing the plumbing work.    

Connect the power supply, turn the machine on and open the original water valve to activate 
  a water flow.        

During the initial installation or when changing the replacement filter, an automatic
  cleaning is performed along with a melody while ionic water flows out of the alkaline and 
  acid water exits.  
  Warning : Do not drink the ionic water coming out of the drain tube while cleaning  operation
                   is in progress.  

Upon completion of the cleaning process, select the water with the appropriate pH
(step 1 through 4) according to your use,  purpose and preference.

If you want to stop the operation of the machine, push the operate/hold button. 

From the previous use, you will have the ionic water according to the configuration that 
  you set the last time you used the machine. However, after using the four-step alkaline  water, 
  it is automatically converted into the two-step alkaline water.

Measuring pH Density  
pH : the measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution.
Pour 50 ml (or 2 teaspoons) of alkaline ionic water, acid ionic water, and neutral water respectively

 in each glass test tube and drop 3 drops of re-agent. Compare the color of each colorimetric paper.

The pH value may vary to some extent according to the water quality and water pressure.  

Warning : Never drink the pH re-agent and test water. Store the pH reagent in a cool and dark place.
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